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The August meeting of the Zia Rifle & Pistol Club is scheduled for Thursday, August 17th at 7:00 PM at 
Bear Canyon Senior Center, 4656 Pitt NE.  All members are welcome and encouraged to attend. If there is 

anything you would like to discuss, please contact Secretary, Chris Garrett.
See you there!

Zia BOD Meeting Minutes from June 15, 2023
  
The June 15, 2023 BOD meeting was called to order at 7:02 p.m. at the Bear Canyon Senior Center, with Club President Pat 
Mileshosky presiding.  A quorum of the BOD was achieved with 12 out of 20 members in attendance.

Item I - Approval of Agenda and Minutes
The agenda for the June 2023 meeting was approved with one addition from First VP Heidi Chowning.
The minutes from the May 18, 2023 BOD meeting were approved without changes.
 
Item II - Treasurer's report
Sharon Foreman, Treasurer presented the Treasurer's Report.  She reported on the financial health of the Club, informed us of the 
various activities of the Club accounting firm which include 2022 taxes and completing setup of Quickbooks, and described some 
banking changes.  Then Sharon passed out 2024 budget worksheets to the Activity Chairs, had a discussion about the form and 
expectations, and asked for each Activity to provide a completed worksheet at the July meeting.

Item III - Old Business
Heidi Chowning: Update on Club-sponsored training.  Seven directors and regular participants of Action Handgun completed a 
USPSA Range Officer Course and will be certified upon passing of the final exam.  The Trauma First Aid classes are in July and the 
attendance list is nearly finalized.  The NRA Range Safety course is scheduled for August 27.

Pat Mileshosky: Lease renewal update.  Pat and Heidi went to Santa Fe and had a very positive experience at the State Land Office.  
We are very close to getting a new 5 year lease for the range property.  The Land Office requested an updated list of the range 
improvements, a site visit, and a new survey.  Once these items have been completed, we should be getting the lease renewed.

Item IV - New Business
Pat Mileshosky: Pat requested $350 to purchase 8 concrete parking bumpers to enable the 600 yard rifle Activity to set up more 
shooting lanes as their attendance has grown.  A motion was made, seconded, and passed.

Item V - Adjourn
After discussing all the items on the agenda, and there being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:41 p.m.  The next 
BOD meeting will be held on July 20, 2023 starting at 7:00 p.m. at the Bear Canyon Senior Center, 4656 Pitt NE.



Beginning this month, the Zia Newsletter will be 

spotlighting a club member each month. This is the idea 

of Club V.P., Heidi Chowning. She hopes you will enjoy 

getting to know your fellow members a little better. And 

who better to be our first Member Spotlight, than our 

own Club President, Pat Mileshosky!

Pat figures he started shooting when he was 
about 15 or 16 years old and “wanted to start hunting 
with my father.” His father bought him a military surplus 
British 303 rifle, steel butt plate and all. “That gun 
always left my shoulder bruised and beaten”, he says. 
“We would shoot it in the mesa where the intersection of 
Gibson, then Miles Road, and Yale is now.”

Pat has been a member of Zia for about thirty 
years. And when asked why he joined Zia he said:
“I bought a Beretta 92FS many years ago and went out to 
the city range to shoot it with my son. We set up on a 
bench away from the rifle shooters and were immediately 
herded back next to a gentleman who was shooting an 
AK 47. Trying to shoot while being pelted with hot brass 
was a bit disconcerting to say the least, so we sat back to 
wait until he was finished shooting. We were told that if 
we were not going to shoot we would have to leave. So 
we started shooting while he was reloading. The last 
straw was when I was told I could not pick up my brass, 
when it hit the ground it became the property of the city 
range. I went off on the range officer who backed off and 
walked away. I joined Zia the next week.”

When asked what he liked most about Zia, “the 
shooting of course, but then there are the members...
great people!”
He also mentioned the fact that Zia is twenty minutes 
from his house as being a plus, especially now with as 
much time as he spends at Zia, “as chief cook and bottle 
washer”.

Among other things, Pat participates monthly in 
the 600 yard match and the ARA rimfire benchrest 50 
yard match at Zia. “From one extreme to another”, he 
says. “A 105 grain bullet at 2900 feet per second to a 40 
grain bullet at 1150 feet per second. Both are money 
pits!” The guns he likes shooting the most? “My Kelbly 
6mm Dasher. Long range shooting, 600 yards, has 
always piqued my interest.” He goes on, asking the 
question, “how do people shoot small groups, 4”x4”, at 
600 yards?”

When shooting for fun, Pat enjoys shooting with 
Paul Pitz. “Paul has a great sense of humor, easy to have 
a fun time with while shooting, lots of laughs.” But when 
practicing, he prefers to shoot alone, “so I am not 
spending my time carrying on and yucking it up with 
somebody else”, he says.

“Given the political climate of the nation and our state,” 
Pat says staying open is at the top of the list of things for 
Zia to work on in the future. “Providing the members an 
organized safe place to shoot” is second on that list. He 
also says that we are always looking for new shooting 
activities, which come and go. “Lots of suggestions but 
nobody to run them, so they fall by the wayside.” As far 
as shooting lessons go, Pat really couldn’t think of 
anyone he would take a class with. “I guess it’s true...you 
can’t teach an old dog new tricks!”

And finally we wanted to know what is something 
interesting about Pat that’s completely unrelated to 
shooting. His answer:
“I miss Jerry Bridges” was all he said.

Thank you Pat!

Zia Member Spotlight

Pat Mileshosky



continued on next page

THE FIRECRACKER 40 RESULTS
Small Bore Rifle Silhouette Match July 2, 2023

Pictures top row:  Jerry C. match winner Ω scale targets, David B. match winner of 1/5 scale targets.
Bottom row:  Sid G. five in a row rams, Tyra Mc. five in a row turkeys and chickens.
(Note:  if you win the match you may wear the crown and winners of milestone “in a row pins”, get to wear a tiara  only for the photo op!  all in good 
fun)

This was our first annual Firecracker 40 and everyone had a great time.  There was great competition and great food.  The overall match winner in 
the Ω scale targets was Jerry C.  This was a personal best for him.  Well-deserved and long overdue.  The overall winner in the 1/5 scale targets was 
David B. with 20!  If you are unfamiliar with the size of these targets, for the chickens that are set at 44 yards, it's like shooting at a matchbook cover  
and it only gets harder from there!  Well done gentlemen!

After the match we all enjoyed a summertime pot luck, complete with paella, pulled pork sandwiches, French fries, watermelon and apple pie.  There 
were also many other delicious dishes to feast on as well.  So much food, so little time.  

The pictures below are evidence of the good times that we had.  Even the club president, Pat Mileshosky stopped by for a visit.  



continued from previous page

Highlighted scores indicate class winner

Ω  size target results

continued on next page

COMPETITORS NAME CHICKEN PIG TURKEY RAM TOTAL CLASS 
JERRY C. 9/5 9/5 8/5 7 33 AAA 
 TOM F. 6 9/5 7 9/5 31 M 
JOHN B. 5 9/5 7 9/5 30 AAA 
JOHN B. 5 9/5 7 9/5 30 AAA 
GARY B. 7 8 6 9/5 30 A 

TYRA MC. 9/5 7 8/5 6 30 A 
DENNIS B. 7 7 4 7 27 AA 

SID G. 6 6 6 9/5 27 AAA 
SHARON F. 6 9/5 6 5 26 M 
FREDDY M. 8/5 5 7 5 25 AA 

BILL S. 4 5 7 6 22 AA  
TED MC. 6 6 3 7 22 AA 
DAVID O. 5 6 3 4 18 A 
JOHN R. 5 6 4 3 18 A 

LUCINDA S. 3 2 1 5 9 B 
 

Please note the 5 and 10 in a row winners as indicated in the score table.  

Jerry C. won overall

The matrix for this class structure is:
Master 34  40
AAA 28  33
AA 21  27
A 15  20
B  0  14

This class structure has no bearing on any classifications or qualifications outside of this specific match.  The purpose is to allow everyone a fair 
chance at competition and provide a structure for advancement.  The way you advance to the next level is to shoot 3 subsequent scores within the 
higher range(s).  New shooters will shoot “unclassified” and once a score is recorded, that will be the class in which they will shoot until higher 
scores move them “up”.  

DAVID B. 5 5 6 4 20 1st PLACE 
TOM F. 6 1 1 3 11 3rd PLACE 

FREDDY M. 4 4 1 2 11  
BILL S. 4 3 2 2 11 2nd PLACE 

JERRY C. 2 3 3 2 10  
TYRA MC. 3 1 2 3 9  

SID G. 4 0 2 2 8  
DENNIS B. 3 2 1 1 7  

 

1/5 size target results



Continued from previous page

rd ndDavid B. won overall in the 1/5 scale targets with a score of 20.  2nd and 3  place tied with 11.  Bill S. placed 2  as he shot 2 turkeys 
rdto Tom F.'s one.  Then Tom was awarded 3  place because he shot one more ram than Freddy M. did.  Whew!

Small Bore Silhouette shooting is one of the most challenging sports for individual marksmanship. Many great shooting competitions 
offer challenging shots at long range from a bench or other supported position. All our shooting is done from a standing position 
swaying in whatever breeze there happens to be. We shoot 10 chickens at 40 meters, 10 pigs at 60 meters, 10 turkeys at 77 meters, 
and 10 rams at 100 meters. A total of 40 rounds are needed for a match plus sight in rounds.
We shoot with .22 rim fire rifles with scopes or open sights. Any standard velocity or high velocity .22 short, long, or long rifle ammo 
is permitted but the extra hot rounds such as the STINGER or VIPER rounds and magnums are prohibited.

The following in information taken from the NRA Silhouette Rifle Rule book and explains the match time sequencing:

Time is not checked on each shot but is computed on the indicated allowance for each five-shot string. The Range Officer may 
terminate any relay before completion of the full time allowance, if all competitors in that relay have completed firing. 

Time Allowances:
Ready Time - Fifteen seconds will be allowed after the command READY is given before the command FIRE. 
Two and one half minutes will be allowed to fire one shot on each target of a bank of five targets. Targets are shot in 
sequential order from left to right.
Alibis - 30 seconds will be allowed for each unfired round of the series in which the alibi is allowed. 
Shoot-offs - 30 seconds will be allowed for each shot fired in a shoot off of ties. 
A minimum of 30 seconds will be allowed between the command CEASE FIRE and READY. 

The small bore rifle silhouette match is held on the first Sunday of each month.  

Setup starts at 8:00am. We will have a sight in/practice period starting after set up and will start the match promptly at 
9:00am. 
This event is open to any Zia member/guest and all are welcome.  Juniors are encouraged to try this fun and challenging 
shooting sport.

The adjacent bench rest/plinking range to the immediate West of the Small Bore Rifle Silhouette Range will be 
closed for the duration of our matches.  This will allow us to provide participants with a higher level of safety.  
Please note:  Although the posted sign states that the range will be closed from 8:00am  2:00pm, as soon as the small 
bore rifle silhouette match is over, the adjacent range will be open to the public.  Historically our matches run no later 
than noon.  

For additional information contact Sharon Foreman, email:  sbr-sil@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

11200 Montgomery Blvd. NE Ste 10
Albuquerque, NM 87111
RTBAFirearmsNM@gmail.com

Phone 505-200-9747
Fax 505-312-8481

RightToBearArmsNM.com

S&H Instruction LLC

Steve & Heidi Chowning

www.sandhinstruction.com

NRA Certified Instructors • Competition Shooters

NM Concealed Carry Classes • 2 - Year Refresher &

4 - Year Renewal Classes

 Gun Safety, Handling & Marksmanship • Group & Private Lessons

Ladies Classes Available

(505) 897-6700hchowning@aol.com



Results of the Bench Rest Rifle Silhouette Match 
July 9, 2023

continued on next page

Pictures from left to right:  CZ.457 MTR, Ron B. and his BRNO, Daughter and Father Team Lincoln, Spotters on the line, Bryan B. 
spotting for Kevin B., Steve S. shooting t pigs.  

Hello to all.  Thanks for coming out and making this particular event one of the largest we have had for participation.  18 shooters!!  
Weather being rather good, with just a little bit of wind in the afternoon, we saw Tom O. work his voodoo for a total of 36.  Followed 
by Bryan B. with 34 and rounding out the top 3 was Tom F. with 32.  There were numerous 26s and 27s, but again you are shooting 
against yourself.  That is the beauty of this sport.  Hopefully the hot weather will have passed by the time the August match comes 
around.  Hope to see all of you then!
I encourage anyone with a .22 rifle to come out and give this a try!  Most folks that have are hooked now.
If you have any questions, please call or text Tom 505-350-4026

Board of Directors Meeting Schedule

All meetings are held at the Bear Canyon Senior Center, 
and begin at 7:00 p.m. All Zia members are welcome to 
attend. If there is an issue you would like to bring up to 
the Board, please contact Secretary, Chris Garrett a week 
prior to the meeting so that you may be put on the agenda.

August 17th
September 21st
October 19th

November 16th
December 21st 

Custom Molded Ear PlugsDiscount for Zia Members!

For More Info Contact:Mark Reid505-275-PLUGEmail: mark.reid@hpssw.com



Results of the Bench Rest Rifle Silhouette Match 
July 9, 2023

continued from previous page

 C o m p e t i to r  N am e C h ic k e n s P i gs T u r ke ys  R a m s T o t al 
T O M  O . 1 0 9 1 0 7 3 6 
B R Y A N  B . 9 1 0 8 7 3 4 
T O M  F . 1 0 1 0 4 8 3 2 
JO H N  R . 1 0 1 0 6 5 3 1 
K A R L  K . 1 0 8 5 7 2 9 
R O N  B . 9 1 0 7 7 2 8 
G U Y  N . 8 9 7 4 2 8 
J ER R Y  C . 9 9 6 5 2 7 
D E N N I S  B . 8 8 6 5 2 7 
K E V I N B . 9 9 5 3 2 6 
ST E V E  S . 9 8 4 4 2 5 
FR A N K  C . 7 1 0 6 2 2 5 
J ER R Y  C . 9 8 6 2 2 5 
R O A N  L . 7 7 3 5 2 2 
D A V I D O . 9 8 3 2 2 2 
C H R I ST O P H ER 5 9 2 4 2 0 
FR E D D Y  M . 5 9 2 4 2 0 
P I PER  L . 8 8 0 1 1 7 
E R I CK  L . 5 2 2 3 1 2 

The bench rest rifle silhouette (formerly known as “Mouse Gun”) match is held on the second Sunday of each month.  

For those of you that are wondering what we do… 
We take a scoped .22 rifle that has plenty of elevation adjustment and shoots long rifle ammo (no stingers or hyper velocity) and we 
shoot at 1/5 scale targets, whereas the chickens are set a 60 meters and are roughly 2”x2” in size.  The pigs which are roughly 3”x4” 
are set at 100 meters, the turkeys, roughly 3”x5” tall are set at 150, and the rams  6”x4” are at 200 meters.  All you need is a sand bag, 
maybe a bipod, or perhaps a fancy bench rest rig, it doesn't matter as any type of rest is allowed.  At the onset of each 15 minute relay, 
there are unlimited “sighters” at the beginning  sighters being shots that are fired at a 8'”x11” steel plate set at the same distance at 
each of the targets.  When you are pretty sure that your rifle is sighted in good enough for that bay of targets, the “sighters” stop and 
you shoot 10 shots in left to right order in what is remaining of the 15 minute time allotment for score. 

Relays consist of 10 chickens at 60 meters, 10 pigs at 100 meters, 10 turkeys at 150 meters, and 10 rams at 200 meters. This all done 
while sitting at a bench. It is a relaxed atmosphere and a ton of fun!  A total of 40 rounds are needed for a match plus “sighters”.

Setup starts at 7:30 am. We will have a sight in/practice period starting after set up if possible, and will start the match promptly at 
8:00am.
 
For additional information contact Tom Foreman, email:  rbench-sil@ziarifleandpistol.com

Dillan RL 550B For Sale:  $650 for all
Contact me for Photo and full list of hardware: 
Reloading Press, Auto Primer, Tool Heads (7),
Tool Head Stands (9), Powder Dies (6), Caliber Conversion Sets (6)

(Shell Plates, Powder Funnels, Locator Buttons), Dillon Electronic Scale, No Dies.  
JD Patrick (505) 401 0344

For ale Find uson Facebook
Zia Rifle & Pistol Clubf



Bob Totman 94
David Yee 90
Javier Chavez 84
Lyn Carter 84
RonBjornberg 83
Al Osmun 83
Lyn Chowning 83
Vic Echeverria 79
Kevin Johnson 77
Tyler Storm 76
Jim Hess 75
Tim Cornish 74
John Stroud 73
Larry Railey 72
Rob Baldinell 72
Pete Jacobson 72

Thanks for coming out and enduring the heat wave shoot! 
Special thanks to those who came early and stayed late to 
help. We can still use more help, so any of you who are 
interested in helping on a regular or semi-regular basis in 
exchange for having your entry fee waived, please email 
me and let me know.
I am in agreement with the majority vote to use earlier 
starting times for Summer, and later for Winter. It looks 
like the best approach will be to delay implementation of 
this idea until we are ready for Winter hours.
See you next month,
Lyn

Sporting Clays
July 16, 2023

Zia R&P Range 
Where Champions Train

In July eight Single Action Shooting Society (SASS) members from New Mexico competed in the Utah State 
SASS Championship.  One was from Farmington and the rest from the Albuquerque Metro area.  Three shoot 
at Zia.  All eight shooters were first place winners in main or side match competitions.  Terri Galpin was the 
top, overall lady shooter.  This shows the Southwest region that New Mexico shooters compete at the highest 
level.  Of the Zia shooters, Terry Kissinger won a side match using cap and ball revolvers and a single shot 
rifle.  He was also the best dressed man at the awards banquet.  Ted Simmons won a black powder main match 
category using large bore firearms.  Ted's wife Anara won the main match lady's black powder category.  She 

is having a great year so far having placed third in that category at the 
international competition in Phoenix, winning the category at the Four 
Corners Regional Match in April, and winning the category at both Kansas 
State and most recently Utah State.  Ted and Anara practice before major 
matches at Zia.  Ted and Anara's next competitions are the New Mexico 
State match to be held at the ABQ City Range in September and then 
Arizona State in October in Tombstone.

 When one drives through the Zia range there are often action shooters practicing in the berms.  Zia offers flexible practice that helps our 
members compete well elsewhere.  It is a unique range for the ABQ Metro Area.

Anara Simmons aka
“Doc Barium”

Nick Tarbox 72
Jack Cleary 69
Paul Neis 68
Ken Cox 68
Steve Ploetz 67
Pete Makarenko 66
andrew Kuehn 65
Clay Kuehn 63
Ross Haney 63
Patrick Lineberger 63
Bob Pariza 55
Jacob Gonzales 55
Alexis Montes 44
Kellan Neis 40
Andes Muniz 33



The legislature has started preparing for 2024's session.  Despite 
2024 being a 30 day budget session, the governor has said that she 
plans to add "gun violence" issues to the call, so we will see 
legislation from this year return.

Last week, a joint House and Senate Interim Committee held a 
hearing on firearms related issues.  The hearing was chaired by 
Senator Cervantes, and was attended by a number of state senators 
and representatives.  Senator Ivey-Soto and a staff attorney from 
the Senate Judiciary Committee were the primary presenters.

The hearing opened with an acknowledgement from those present 
in the gun control caucus that the Second Amendment confers an 
individual right to arms.  Despite this, members of the panel 
opined that there was still significant space available for gun 
control legislation, even post-Bruen, despite a reasonably accurate 
briefing on the history of the right to arms from the staff attorney.
 
Members of the gun control caucus then engaged in a somewhat 
accurate discussion of Supreme Court jurisprudence on the 
Second Amendment, interspersed with heavy whining about the 
court's reasoning on the issue.  Disturbingly, some suggested that 
the Bruen concurrences somehow made the opinion a plurality 
opinion, and that dicta in the concurrences somehow invalidated 
parts of the holding they found especially distasteful.  The panel 
also briefly discussed the granting of certiorari in United States v. 
Rahimi by SCOTUS in its next session, which will deal with 18 
U.S.C 922(g) questions on the constitutionality of "prohibited 
persons" and firearms ownership.
 
The panel opined, likely correctly, that Rahimi, which specifically 
deals with 18 U.S.C 922(g)(8), will expand into a broader 
constitutional attack on 922(g) generally in the near future.  The 
1934 National Firearms Act and 1968 Gun Control Act are also 
anticipated to face challenges in the future.  Certain members of 
the panel still have yet to internalize the test laid out in Bruen, and, 
despite being attorneys or professors of law, are unclear on the 
"text, history, and tradition" standard and what a "historically 
analogous" restriction on the right to arms would actually entail.  
More informed members of the gun control caucus admitted the 
difficult nature of enacting gun control that the state would manage 
to sustain in a post-Bruen world.
 
The panel then pivoted to a discussion of what would actually get 
done and be expected in a 30 day session.  The gun control caucus 
laid out, at this point, what seems to be their primary legislative 
plan.  Due to what they perceive as "uncertainty" generated by 
Bruen, they intend to legislate forward to define the space.  What 
this can be read as, in our opinion, is that they intend to copy other 
states' Bruen responses and generally ignore the court as much as 
possible to provide cover for savvier actors to develop creative 
attacks on the right to arms and the firearms industry.  The heads of 
both the House and Senate judiciary committees empasized that 
bills, to have a chance of passing in time, would need to be clear, 
well-written, and tight.  We expect that we will, by and large, not 
see this, as these extreme and inane proposals serve a dual purpose 
- first, to assauge elements of their political base that they are 
"doing something", and second, to consume our resources and 
wear us down.  What we will have to be most cautious of are items 
similar to last year's SB428 - a creative attempt in lawfare.  One of 
the presenters suggested that to satisfy Bruen that legislators 
identify historical analogues as part of the drafting of a bill, and 
include language to that effect in bills.  We assume that if this is 
acted on that we will see more misstatements of history and of the 
law, as we did last year when the gun control caucus argued for 
HB9 with an 18th century Massachusetts law that sought to 

prevent house fires.  The presenters also proposed insulating their 
restrictions from what the court might do in future somehow, 
likely by legislatively justifying restrictions in new ways.

The DPS secretary then gave a reasonably accurate technical 
presentation on firearms to demystify "semiautomatics, 
automatics, and assault weapons".  The panel noted that, despite 
the governor's call to ban "assault weapons", that there existed no 
solid definition of the term, and that the term was political, not 
technical.  The governor was said to be "looking to lean in to the 
violent crime problem".  The panel then briefly discussed the 
Heller "dangerous and unusual" standard, noting that AR-style 
weapons are not "dangerous and unusual" - despite that, panel 
members still called for bans.  Division clearly exists on the 
feasibility of an "assault weapons" ban within the gun control 
caucus.

The panel then discussed NICS related issues.  Members of the 
gun control caucus clearly feel that there is a place for legislation 
here, presumably to load more people into "prohibited person" 
categories or for the state to intervene somehow in NICS Delay or 
Deny results.

Age restrictions came up next.  Despite agreement that "it would 
be wise to stay away from ownership, even under 18", the gun 
control caucus feels it will be able to defend a ban for 18-20 year 
old adults.  This is despite restrictions in other states falling like 
dominoes, and was presented without a discussion of the Verdugo-
Urquidez definition of "the people" at all.

Waiting periods seem likely to be a major focus for the gun control 
caucus next year.  While the presenters stressed the "need to 
ensure that any law is not a prohibition in the form of a regulation", 
panel members felt that a 7 day wait would be defensible, as would 
one with a carveout for licensed concealed carrier, or one that put 
the burden on FFLs to apply no wait period to repeat purchasers.  
The panel also discussed and seemed favorable towards an 
additional state-mandated wait for NICS Delay results, while 
seeming less accepting of a "permit to purchase" scheme.  Certain 
panelists reiterated the idea of an experimental approach to 
legislating on the topic (throw ludicrous things at the wall and let 
courts sort it out, with no regard for the harm caused), and the DPS 
secretary brought up the topic of enhancing information sharing 
on the subject of gun control here.

Finally, the panel discussed SB428 from this past session and the 
Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act.  The gun control 
caucus invited a presenter from the GIffords Law Center to brief 
them on the history of the PLCAA, which went about as you'd 
imagine.  Senator Cervantes, having himself brought SB428, is 
completely in love with the idea of lawfare and using lawsuits to 
change behavior in firearms manufacturers and retailers, even 
floating the idea of enshrining in statute an enhanced ability to sue 
parents whose children misuse guns.  We will doubtless see the 
return of this lawfare concept.

Finally, the panel held a brief discussion aboout bump stocks, 
"ghost guns", and "smart guns".  Here, the lack of technical 
knowledge of the panelists showed that legislating on any NFA 
issue, homemade firearms, and science fiction technology will be 
an uphill battle for their caucus. 
 
A s  a l w a y s ,  p l e a s e  f e e l  f r e e  t o  r e a c h  o u t  t o  
legislativeaction@ziarifleandpistolclub.com with questions, 
concerns, comments, or to get involved.

New Mexico Legislature



Zia Rifle and Pistol ~ Committees and Contacts

Members at Large

Javier Chavez 867-9695 mal_javier@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Vic Echeverria 239-2516 mal_vic@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Nate Eskey 617-692-0681 mal_nate@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Henry Pocock 440-0176 mal_henry@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
...

Administrative Committees

Membership/Newsletter Lois Blanchard 281-2800 membership@ziarifleandpistolclub.com or
newsletter@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

New Member Orientation Lois Blanchard 281-2800 newmemberorient@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

Info Pat Mileshosky 266-8904 info@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

Web Site Manager Joel Martin 550-7988 web@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

Range Maintenance / Repairs maintenance@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

Zia Activity Calendar calendar@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

Activity Committee Chairpersons

Smallbore Rifle
   Silhouette Sharon Foreman 250-8546 sbr-sil@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Rimfire Benchrest - ARA Jim Pollard 512-644-4460 rbench-ara@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Rimfire Benchrest Silh. Tom Foreman 350-4026 rbench-sil@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Cast Bullet Rifle
   Silhouette cbr-sil@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Cowboy Rifle (Rf & Cf)
   and Long Range David Orchard 269-6578 cbr@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Hunter Pistol
   Silhouette Dennis Barnhart 294-6256 huntp-sil@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Centerfire Prone centerfireprone@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Junior Training (Rifle) Joel Martin 550-7988 juniorrifle@ziarrifleandpistolclub.com
Long Range Pistol David Orchard 269-6578 lrp@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Action Pistol Ron Bjornberg 293-3707 actionpistol@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Cowboy Action Ted Simmons 737-8580 cowboyaction@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
3-gun Tactical Ross Haney 350-2557 threegun@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Precision Rifle Steve Akard 239-7554 precisionrifle@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Shotgun Activities Lyn Carter 269-1017 shotgun@ziarifleandpistolclub.com
Shotgun, Wobble, etc. Peter Gregory 417-1495 trap@ziarifleandpistolclub.com

Accurate Arms 2230-C
(AA’s notice tells users to apply 
AA 2460 data. 2460 data are 
almost identical to 4895 data).  
8# for $200.

Call or text Bill Swantner: 
505-463-5432

For ale

For ale

100 rounds, 25 caliber WSSM. 
Brand new brass, still in 

unopened bags.

$80.00
John Cosper

440-1280



Zia Activity Calendar

August/September 2023

Zia Activity Calendar

August/September 2023

SATURDAY SUNDAY

EAST RANGE EAST RANGE
INDOOR/

SHOTGUN
INDOOR/

SHOTGUNWEST RANGE WEST RANGE

AUGUST
13

AUGUST
20

AUGUST
27

AUGUST
6

AUGUST
12

AUGUST
19

AUGUST
26

AUGUST
5

Junior Practice
0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

Hunter Pistol
Silh. RF & CF

Pistol cal.
Levergun Silh.

Setup 0800
Match 0900

Hunter Pistol

Silh. RF & CF

Pistol cal.
Levergun Silh.

Setup 0800
Match 0900

Junior Practice
0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

Junior Practice
0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

Junior Practice
0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

Junior Practice

0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

3 Gun Tactical
0800 - Set Up
0900 - Match

Ross 350-2557

3 Gun Tactical
0800 - Set Up
0900 - Match

Ross 350-2557

Action Handgun
0900

Ron 293-3707

Junior Practice
0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

Junior Practice
0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

Sporting Clays
Sign In: before 0915

Match: 0930
email sign in
or questions:
Lyn 269-1017ziasignup@gmail.com

Action Handgun
0900

Ron 293-3707

Action Handgun
0900

Ron 293-3707

Sporting Clays
Sign In: before 0915

Match: 0930
email sign in
or questions:
Lyn 269-1017ziasignup@gmail.com

Precision Tactical
Rifle

Sign In 0730
Match 0800

Steve 239-7554

Precision Tactical
Rifle

Sign in 0730
Match 0800

Steve 239-7554

SB BR Silhouette
Setup 0730
Match 0800

Tom 350-4026

MR Prone
F-Class

Set Up 0830
Match 0900

Pat 266-8904

SB BR Silhouette
Setup 0730
Match 0800

Tom 350-4026

SB Rifle Silhouette
0800 Setup
0900 Match

Sharon 250-8546

Remember:
The Zia range is closed

Wednesday mornings from
3:00 a.m - 12:00 noon

Remember:
The Zia range is closed

Wednesday mornings from
3:00 a.m - 12:00 noon

Wobble Trap
1000-1200

Peter 417-1495

Wobble Trap
1000-1200

Peter 417-1495

Benchrest/Plinking
Ranges closed

during SB Rifle
Silhouette match

F
Action Handgun

0900
Ron 293-3707

Junior Practice
0930-1530

Joel 550-7988

SEPTEMBER
2

SEPTEMBER
3

SEPTEMBER
16

SEPTEMBER
17

SEPTEMBER
9

SEPTEMBER
10

SEPTEMBER
23

SEPTEMBER
30

OCTOBER
1

SEPTEMBER
24

SB Rifle Silhouette
0800 Setup
0900 Match

Sharon 250-8546

F
FF

F
Benchrest/Plinking

Ranges closed
during SB Rifle

Silhouette match

Benchrest/Plinking
Ranges closed

during ARA Match

Benchrest/Plinking
Ranges closed

during ARA Match

MR Prone
F-Class

Set Up 0830
Match 0900

Pat 266-8904

MR Prone
F-Class

Set Up 0830
Match 0900

Pat 266-8904

ARA 4 Target
Match

Draw for
benches 0700

Match 0800
Jim

512-644-4460

ARA 4 Target
Match

Draw for
benches 0700

Match 0800
Jim

512-644-4460

Revolver
Concealed

0900
Ron 293-3707

SB Rifle Silhouette
0800 Setup
0900 Match

Sharon 250-8546

FBenchrest/Plinking
Ranges closed

during SB Rifle
Silhouette match



ZIA RIFLE AND PISTOL CLUB
PO Box 16
Cedar Crest, NM 87008
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